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5. FACTORS FROM GENERAL ARTICLES
Results show that the workflow is a viable means of exploring large text corpus to understand the
factors affecting the oil price.
• By comparing topic trends with the oil price, known historical events associated with changes in

the oil price in time were captured
• The unexpected connection between the oil prices and unemployment rate was uncovered.
• Correlation observed does not mean causation in any direction. Further analysis is needed. The

results does provide a starting point to where to look for the causation.

Future directions for the study include:
• Using hierarchal clustering and/or PCA to group topics sequentially and obtain insights. This can

be used to obtain the optimum number of topics automatically.
• Predicting the stock or commodity price by predicting the trend of the topics and using

correlation factors observed.

6. CONCLUSION & FINAL REMARKS

Analyzing historical commodity and stock prices is a pre-requisite to investment. The
procedure is time consuming and requires knowledges of many related factors, which may be
hidden within a large volume of texts. This study develops a workflow to help users:

1. Summarize topics from large amount of news article and identify the relationships
among topics, word occurrences and articles.

2. Explore various factors related to historical price volatility by visualizing topic trends over
time with correlation analysis.

We use this workflow to reveal factors related to the crude oil price, and to show how their
importance change with time.

1. MOTIVATION & OBJECTIVES

2. GENERAL WORKFLOW

D
AT

A
 A

C
Q

U
IS

IT
IO

N • Retrieve information 
from news website 
using API

• Remove stop words, 
special characters and 
perform word 
stemming

TO
P

IC
 M

O
D

EL
IN

G • Extract topics using 
gensim LDA algorithm 

• Visualize topics using 
multi-dimensional 
scaling (MDS) and 
interpret them

• Calculate topic 
proportion for each 
time period.

EX
P

LO
R

AT
IO

N • Calculate the linear 
correlation between 
topic trends and 
historical oil price in a 
moving time window

• Compare correlation to 
major events 

3. TOPIC MODELING: LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION
Assumptions: Each document (bag-of-words) is a mixture of latent topics; each topic is a
mixture of words. LDA uses EM algorithm to estimate the following hidden variables from
many documents: word distribution for each topic, and topic distribution in each document.

Example: LDA on 765 PetroWiki articles 
(Society of Petroleum Engineers)

Topics in article desalting:
67.9% phase behavior
32.0% pipeline & corrosion
...

Topics in article acoustic logging:
75.3% logging & petrophysics
17.5% reservoir
7.2% drilling & completion
…

Words in polymer topic:
1.7% polymer
1.5% gel
1.0% treatment
… Words in reservoir topic:

2.5% reservoir
0.8% permeability
0.5% simulation
…

Interpretation of 10 topics:
1: Reservoir, reservoir engineering
2: Phase behavior, and applications 
3: Well logging, petrophysics
4: Drilling & completion
5: Pumping, artificial lifting
6: Polymer, foam, etc.
7: Pipeline & corrosion
……

Similar topics:
Reservoir, phase behavior
Petrophysics, decision making

Visualize topics by similarity

See more on

# Word Distribution for Topics Topic Interpretation Color

1 1.6% company, 0.9% quarter, 0.5% profits, 0.4% industry Corporate Finance

2 1.2% dollar, 0.9% futures, 0.8% trade, 0.4% commodity Commodity and US Currency

3 1.2% economic, 0.9% Russia, 0.6% Mexico, 0.5% debt World Economy

4 2.2% energy, 1.1% tax, 1.0% gas, 0.6% bill, 0.5% congress US Energy Policy

5 1.9% economy, 1.8% rates, 1.7% growth, 1.6% interest Emerging Economies

6 1.2% Iraq, 1.1% Saudi, 0.7% Iran, 0.6% war, 0.3% military Middle East Conflict

7 3.1% OPEC, 1.8% production, 1.8% crude, 1.0% output OPEC Production

8 2.5% stocks, 2.0% market, 1.8% dow, 1.2% shares Stock Market

9 0.6% president, 0.3% America, 0.2% public, 0.2% election US Elections and Politics

10 1.0% countries, 0.7% world, 0.5% arab, 0.5% OPEC World-OLD OPEC Relations

4. ANALYSIS OF ARTICLES MENTIONING “OIL PRICES”

28,415 articles are extracted from the
New York Times using application
programming interface. The search
query used is “Oil Prices”.

Topics are extracted using LDA. MDS is used to study relationships between
topics. Topics are interpreted by studying the representative terms.

Topic 
Modeling
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Iraq
War

Topic trends are 
correlated with price 

using a moving 
temporal window 

(9 years)

Topic trends are extracted
on a yearly or monthly
bases. Major events and
the price are overlaid.

Some trends observed are
consistent with known
global events. For example,
topic #6 (Middle East
Conflicts) sees a relative
increase in proportion
during the Gulf War (1990)
and the Iraq War (2003).

Gulf 
War

Global 
Financial 

Crisis

Second 
Oil 

Crisis

First
Oil 

Crisis

OPEC 
Maintains 
Production

US 
Signs
Kyoto

OPEC over-production is 
currently driving down 
the price of oil

US Policies are generally 
in favor of oil and gas 
industry practices

Conflicts in the Middle 
East drives the oil up

US Dollar generally has 
an inverse relationship 
with oil price 

The workflow is applied to a collection of
338,828 NYTimes articles, randomly
sampled daily from 1970 to 2015. Oil price
is correlated with the trends of 50 topics.

Interestingly, we see a negative
correlation between crime-related topics
(36, 9, 33) and oil price, and a positive
correlation for entertainment-related
topics (16, 47 43, 39).

The correlation between the crime rate
and oil prices was investigated. Crime-
related articles suggested a deep
connection to unemployment rate. A plot
of unemployment rate versus the oil price
proved there is a trend.

With LDA and topic trend correlation with
price, it is easy to delve into topics to
discover uncommon interactions

Topics sorted by absolute correlation coefficient

http://blog.echen.me/2011/08/22/introduction-to-latent-dirichlet-
http://http/petrowiki.org/
http://data.bls.gov/home.htm

